
In the metadata world, 
not all databases perform equally

A powerful, flexible database is necessary 
to maximize metadata efficiency

The definition of data is simple: information. 

The definition of metadata is simple, too: information 

about information. 

However, the “how to efficiently execute” the use of

metadata in a database can be a challenging endeavor as

speed and accuracy become increasingly more important. 

Of course, a major factor in the equation is the database

type that an organization chooses. Metadata is basically

unstructured data, which means that an unstructured

NoSQL database is a very good tool. A key-value store is

a NoSQL database type ideal for organizations who

require a database that has high-speed read/write

capabilities with efficient online transaction processing

(OLTP). In other words, the organization needs fast,

accurate and reliable metadata 

The use of metadata plays a vital role in data transactions,

especially if the transactions are complex and time

sensitive. For example, a single credit or debit card

transaction is typically a group of data transactions in

which multiple data messages must be quickly accessed

to determine available funds information, fraud detection,

etc. Metadata is used to find the necessary data needed

during the queries to decline or approve the transaction

within milliseconds.

Since metadata by nature is unstructured, there needs to

be a way for it to have structure. One solution is to use a

NoSQL key-value store database in conjunction with a

structured SQL database. One example is an enterprise

resource planning (ERP) system based on a SQL database

working in tandem with a NoSQL database that manages

the metadata. This combination benefits from having the

high-speed key-value store database handle operations

like updating screens in real time based on the user’s

preferences. A task SQL engines are not built for and are

therefore slow in performing. Another option is a key-value

store database that provides the flexibility of NoSQL while

also providing the structure associated with SQL. 



This is all fairly straight forward, but … 

The reality is that if a key-value store database is being

used, that organization considers its data vital to mission

critical operations. And that data should be managed with

a database that is immediately consistent, highly reliable

and fast to guarantee operations.

The c-treeACE database by FairCom is a multimodel

(NoSQL key-value store and SQL), high-powered database

that provides fast access, full read/write capabilities, and

dynamic metadata use. This occurs because c-treeACE is

designed and built with a high-speed indexing, record-

oriented database architecture that permits extremely fast

access to data. The beauty of c-treeACE is its approach to

the multimodel design, allowing seamless use of

unstructured data in conjunction with a SQL database

because of its robust NoSQL capabilities. What would

otherwise require two separate databases, one for SQL

operations and one for NoSQL, can easily be satisfied with

c-treeACE. Full ACID compliance, the ability to handle large

amounts of data and a full read/write SQL engine all come

standard with c-treeACE. Therefore, c-treeACE is able to

efficiently perform metadata storage and retrieval duties,

while simultaneously storing end-user application data. 

The way that c-treeACE works is simple. It organizes data

into records stored in data files. Separate index files are

used to store key-values that identify each record, along

with pointers that locate the corresponding record in the

data file. The end result at this non-relational level is the

ability to retrieve individual records quickly without incurring

overhead of SQL parsing, costing, optimizing, etc. When

needing the additional benefits of SQL’s data sharing,

integration with other parts of the enterprise, and

web/mobile device integration, a full array of SQL APIs can

be utilized all over the same single instance of your non-

relational data. 

Among the other benefits of its dynamic metadata

capabilities is that c-treeACE is flexible and easy to use

when classifying and updating the data. For example, the

Hot Alter Table feature allows users to perform schema

(metadata structure) changes with minimal interruption to

database operations, as well as nominal downtime for the

applications. This is done by automatically delaying record

updates until the first time it is written, making an Alter

Table virtually instantaneous because only the underlying

metadata for the data file is being updated at upgrade

time. The c-treeACE technology ensures that if someone is

reading a record that does not use the current schema, it

is converted on-the-fly to make it current. 

Metadata, database technology 
and the coming IoT revolution

The Internet of Things (IoT) is more than a catchy phrase. It

is a new way of using data and systems to conduct

business. Organizations have to be flexible and adapt to

keep up in this fast paced IoT world, where the trend is to

inter-connect everything – databases, devices, servers,

systems, etc. This also means that business and technical

needs are requiring organizations to conduct mission

critical operations away from their central locations. As a

result, metadata collected by sensors, scanners and

mobile devices need to be stored and processed using

metadata at or near the collection point, such as a point-

of-sale device or a smart sensor. 

Whether it is with cloud, fog or edge computing, the

flexibility and small footprint of FairCom key-value store

technology enables organizations to mold their database

operations to meet their IoT needs. Even before it was

called edge computing, c-treeACE-based technology has

benefited customers living on the edge for years. c-

treeACE allows customers to store data in and transfer

data to, from and between the collection points and

devices. Depending on the customer, c-treeACE enables

mission critical decisions using metadata to be made

much faster, allows better incident research and

understanding, and provides significant reductions in

resources and bandwidth consumption since all the data

metadata does not need to be transferred to the cloud.

About FairCom
FairCom is a pioneer in the database software industry dating back to 1979. That tradition of innovation continues today

with c-treeACE by FairCom: A one-of-its-kind multimodel database solution that can operate on a wide-range of

platforms. c-treeACE features unique No+SQL technology that facilitates high-performance NoSQL and industry-standard

SQL access within the same application, over the same single instance of your data. Due to its speed and reliability, more

than 40 percent of the Fortune 100 have trusted the c-tree family of database solutions for database needs.

Detailed information about c-treeACE is available at FairCom.com/products/c-treeace.
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